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Documents  that  define  your  co-op

Articles  of  Incorporation  -‐  or  -‐  Articles  of  Organization

The  Articles  are  filed  with  the  Massachusetts  government.    They  list  the  names  and  addresses  of  the  directors  and

officers  of  the  co-‐op,  and  those  are  public  information  available  on  the  Massachusetts  website,  http://www.mass.gov/.

  This  is  the  document  that  establishes  your  co-‐op  as  either  and  LLC  or  a  cooperative  corporation,  both  of  which  protect

the  members  from  individual  liability,  as  long  as  good  governance  is  practiced.    A  corporation  files  Articles  of

Incorporation,  and  an  LLC  files  Articles  of  Organization.

Bylaws  -‐  or  -‐  Operating  Agreement

The  Bylaws  or  Operating  Agreement  (OA)  is  not  filed  with  the  state,  but  might  be  reviewed  by  the  IRS  to  determine

whether  you  can  be  taxed  as  a  cooperative.    Corporations  file  Bylaws,  and  LLC's  file  Operating  Agreements.    Whichever

one  you  choose,  this  is  the  document  that  defines  you  as  a  cooperative,  not  just  any  old  corporation  or  LLC.    It  defines

the  rights  and  responsibilities  of  membership,  how  decisions  will  be  made  in  the  co-‐op,  and  how  any  profits  or  losses

will  be  distributed.

Membership  Agreement,  Certificate  of  Stock

The  Membership  Agreement  is  a  contract  signed  by  individuals,  which  makes  them  members  of  the  cooperative.    In  a

cooperative  corporation,  the  member  might  also  receive  a  Certificate  of  Stock  when  becoming  a  member.

Annual  Report

An  Annual  Report  must  be  filed  with  the  Massachusetts  Secretary  of  the  Commonwealth  every  year,  in  order  to  keep

the  cooperative  corporation  or  LLC  in  good  standing  and  keep  the  liability  protections  in  place  for  the  co-‐op  members.

Business  Plan

The  Business  Plan  describes  how  the  co-‐op  intends  to  make  a  profit.  It  describes  the  products  or  services  the  co-‐op  will

sell,  and  describe  the  operations,  equipment,  buildings,  technology,  and  financing  that  will  be  needed  for  the  co-‐op  to

succeed  financially.  The  Business  Plan  includes  a  projected  budget  for  the  first  3-‐5  years  of  the  co-‐op's  operation,  and

should  be  updated  every  year.

Employee/Member  Policies

The  Policies  describe  how  each  member  or  employee  will  be  treated  as  a  worker  in  the  co-‐op,  including  policies  about

time  off,  benefits,  when  a  member  can  be  fired  and  asked  to  leave  the  cooperative,  and  grievance  procedures,  among

other  issues.

Operating  Procedures

The  Operating  Procedures  describe  the  business  systems  used  by  the  cooperative.    The  Operating  Procedures  should

make  it  easy  for  new  members  to  learn  how  things  are  done  in  the  co-‐op.



Choice of Legal Entity

In Massachusetts, a Cooperative can choose to be organized as a Corporation or a Limited 
Liability Company (LLC).  Massachusetts has a special law (Massachusetts General Law 157A) 
that creates a special kind of Corporation called an "Employee Cooperative".  Cooperatives that 
choose to organize as a Corporation in Massachusetts would use this law, or they can become an 
LLC.  The co-op needs to choose one of these forms or the other, it is not possible to be both at 
the same time.  It is also not easy to change from one form to the other, although it's slightly 
easier to change from an LLC to a Corporation than the other way around.

Corporation LLC
Track Record

Although the Employee Cooperative 
established by MGL 157A is a recent addition, 
in general the form of a Corporation is old, 
well-established, and well understood. 
 Corporations have been recognized by the US 
government since its founding, and the laws 
creating modern corporations were passed in 
the early 1800s.  The laws governing 
Corporations are for the most part, predictable 
and stable, although there are some things still 
changing about Employee Cooperatives 
(worker co-ops).

LLCs are a relatively new form of business 
organization.  They only became widespread 
in the US in the 1990s.  Therefore, there are 
more issues about LLCs that have not been 
worked out in the court system, because 
there has not been enough time to do so. 
 Laws concerning LLCs are a little less 
predictable than the ones governing 
Corporations.

How to create
To create a new Corporation, file a document 
called "Articles of Incorporation" with the state 
government, and specify that this is an 
employee cooperative under MGL 157A.

To create an LLC, file "Articles of 
Organization" with the state.

Governing Document
The governing document of a Corporation is its 
"Bylaws".  The bylaws specify who can be a 
member of the cooperative, the rights and 
responsibilities of membership, and how profits 
and losses will be allocated.  The Bylaws do not 
need to be filed with the state government, but the 
IRS may ask to see them when making a decision 
about the co-op's tax status.

The governing document of an LLC is its 
"Operating Agreement".  The Operating 
Agreement contains all the same 
information as a Corporation's bylaws, and 
they are also not required to be filed with 
the state, but might be relevant to the IRS.

Owners as Employees
All worker-owners in a Cooperative 
Corporation are considered employees.  Their 
income comes in the form of wages, and the 
co-op should take care to follow all 
employment laws concerning wages, working 
conditions, immigration laws, payroll taxes and 
insurance.

Worker-owners in an LLC can choose to be 
considered owners only – not employees.  If 
they choose this, the income they earn is not 
wages, but advances on profits earned by 
the business.  They would not be subject to 
most employment laws - although it is in the 
best interest of the co-op to follow these 
laws anyway.  The co-op should not use the 
LLC form in order to avoid employment 
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Choice of Legal Entity

laws.

Corporation LLC
Mechanism for Ownership

Owners of a Corporation own shares of stock 
in the corporation.  Each worker-owner owns 
one share of stock, and will have a certificate 
of stock to prove it.

There is no stock in an LLC.  Owners invest 
by buying a membership in the LLC and 
signing a membership agreement.

Taxation
Conventional Corporations are usually subject to 
"double taxation", where the corporation is taxed 
on its profits, and the shareholders are taxed on the 
dividends they earn.  However, a conventional 
Corporation can elect to have "pass-through" 
taxation by choosing to be taxed as an "S-Corp".  A 
Cooperative Corporation has a special tax 
designation under Subchapter T of the Internal 
Revenue Code.  (See the taxation handout for more 
information.)

LLCs usually have "pass-through" taxation.  In 
fact, that is one of the main reasons businesses 
choose to organize as an LLC.  However, an 
LLC can choose to be taxed as a corporation 
(double taxation)[, or it can apply to be treated 
as a cooperative under Subchapter T].  While 
many businesses prefer pass-through taxation, 
there may be good reasons why a cooperative 
would choose not to be taxed that way.  (See the 
taxation handout for more information.)

Use of the word "Cooperative"
In Massachusetts, only a business organized as an 
Employee Cooperative under MGL 157A can use 
the word "cooperative" in their legal name.

Co-ops organized as LLCs cannot use the word 
"cooperative" in their legal name, but they can 
use a "d/b/a" name with the word "cooperative". 
 D/B/A means "doing business as", and is a very 
common way for individuals and businesses to 
own a business name that is different than the 
name of the individual, corporation, or LLC 
which operates the business.  For example, an 
LLC might have the legal name "Green 
Cleaning Company, LLC" as the legal name, 
which appears on the Articles of Organization, 
bank accounts, and legal documents, but their 
website and marketing materials could carry 
their d/b/a name of "Green Cleaning 
Cooperative".

Governance
Governance requirements for Corporations are 
strict, and a little complicated.  A Corporation 
must have a board of directors that is elected 
properly according to its bylaws.  There must 
be annual meetings, and every member must be 
carefully invited in writing with an agenda, at a 
specified time every year.  Minutes of these 
meetings must be taken, and kept in a safe 
accessible location.  Corporations must file an 
annual report and pay annual taxes and fees. 
(Currently about $600).

Governance is simpler in an LLC.  [Annual 
meetings are not required, but annual reports 
must still be filed, and a fee must be paid 
(Currently about $800).]  Many businesses 
choose the LLC form because it is easier to 
carry out the Governance requirements. 
 However, a democratic and well-run 
cooperative will usually fulfill the stricter 
Governance requirements of a Corporation 
anyway.
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Practicing  Good  Governance

The  term  “Governance”  relates  to  any  activities  or  decisions  that  are  the  work  of  the  board  and  members  of  the

organization.    This  is  different  from  “Management”,  which  relates  to  activities  and  decisions  that  are  the  work  of

the  management  and  workers.

In  a  co-op,  especially  in  a  small  or  new  co-op,  these  two  groups  are  often  the  same  people.    So  it  is  easy  to

develop  messy  habits  around  governance  and  management.    It  might  seem  silly  to  call  a  separate  monthly

board  meeting  of  the  same  people  who  already  meet  weekly  as  co-managers  and  work  together  daily  as

co-workers.    But  it’s  necessary.

Why  is  it  necessary?

  -  Good  Governance  protects  your  standing  as  a  corporation  or  an  LLC.    And  your  standing  as  a  corporation  or

an  LLC  is  what  protects  your  members  from  personal  liability.

  -  Good  Governance  is  about  building  long-term  infrastructure  for  a  successful  organization  over  the  long  haul.

Making  a  distinction  between  governance  and  management  decisions  is  helpful  -  it  allows  your  co-op  to  assign

responsibilities,  define  boundaries,  and  hold  each  other  accountable.    It  might  feel  right  to  do  things  informally

while  you  are  a  small  group  of  friends  starting  a  business  together,  but  someday  you  might  be  a  larger

organization,  including  people  who  don’t  like  each  other  as  much  as  you  do  now.    You  will  find  these  structures

helpful  to  develop  an  institutional  memory  around  how  and  why  your  co-op  does  things.

Elements  of  Good  Governance

  #1:    Create  and  regularly  update  the  written  documents  that  define  your  co-op  -  make  sure  they  are  accurate,

meaningful,  up  to  date,  and  accessible  to  all  members..    (See  the  handout  “Documents  that  define  your  co-op”)

  #2:    Follow  your  own  rules  that  are  laid  out  in  those  documents,  especially  in  your  bylaws.    These  include  the

following  formalities  that  co-ops  and  organizations  often  overlook:

●   Have  a  formal  annual  meeting.    Before  the  meeting  (by  a  date  specified  in  your  bylaws),  you  need  to:

determine  who  is  eligible  to  attend  and  vote;;  notify  members  in  writing  about  the  place  and  time  of  the

meeting,  and  give  them  a  copy  of  the  agenda;;  conduct  the  meeting  according  to  the  specifications  of

your  bylaws;;  take  notes/minutes  of  the  meeting,  and  store  them  in  a  physical  or  electronic  space  that  is

accessible  to  the  members.

●   Hold  regular  board  elections.    These  usually  take  place  at  the  annual  meeting.    Follow  the  procedures

specified  in  your  bylaws,  and  keep  a  record  of  who  was  elected,  and  by  what  margins.

●   Hold  regular  board  meetings.    Many  of  the  same  requirements  of  annual  meetings  are  also  required  of

regular  board  meetings.    Your  bylaws  will  specify  how  much  notice  needs  to  be  given  of  a  board

meeting  and  to  whom;;  who  is  eligible  to  attend  and  participate  in  board  meetings,  and  under  what

circumstances  the  board  is  allowed  to  waive  these  requirements  for  ‘special’  board  meetings.



Thinking'about'starting'a'worker'co2op?''
here'are'some'questions'to'consider'before'meeting'with'a'lawyer'

by#Jenny#Kassan#
#

1. What#state#will#you#be#operating#in?##Will#you#have#operations#in#more#than#one#state?##Will#you#have#members#
that#live#in#more#than#one#state?#

2. What#will#be#the#main#activities#of#the#co=op?##How#will#it#earn#revenue?#
3. Does#it#need#to#raise#capital?##If#so,#how#will#it#raise#capital?##Through#member#contributions#and/or#through#

outside#investors?#
4. Will#all#the#workers#be#members?##(in#other#words#will#there#be#employees#that#never#become#members?)#
5. Will#there#be#a#probationary#period#before#a#worker#can#become#a#member?##If#so,#how#long?#
6. Can#the#co=op#pay#all#the#workers#at#least#minimum#wage#from#the#very#beginning#and#pay#all#the#other#costs#

associated#with#having#employees#like#employment#tax,#workers#comp,#etc.?#
7. Will#all#the#workers#have#the#legal#right#to#work#in#the#United#States?#
8. Will#the#workers#be#more#like#employees#or#independent#contractors?#
9. How#do#you#want#the#co=op#to#be#governed?##By#a#board#elected#by#the#members,#by#the#members#themselves,#by#

one#or#more#managers?#
10. Would#it#bother#you#to#have#to#observe#certain#“formalities”#(such#as#holding#regular#governance#meetings,#

complying#with#rules#about#meeting#notice,#keeping#meeting#minutes,#having#elections,#having#officers)?#
11. How#will#decisions#be#made?##Majority#vote,#super=majority,#consensus,#modified#consensus?##Will#different#

decisions#be#made#in#different#ways?#
12. If#you#will#have#a#board,#what#do#you#want#the#term#of#office#to#be?##Do#you#want#term#limits?##Do#you#want#to#

have#any#qualifications#for#who#can#serve#on#the#board?##Can#only#members#serve#on#the#board?##How#many#board#
members#do#you#want?##Do#you#want#staggered#terms?#

13. If#you#have#officers,#what#officers#do#you#want#to#have#and#what#will#be#their#duties#and#qualifications?#
14. Do#you#want#to#have#committees?##If#so,#what#powers#do#you#want#them#to#have?#
15. How#do#you#want#to#distribute#excess#revenues?##Do#you#want#some#of#it#to#be#able#to#be#held#within#the#co=op#and#

not#become#the#property#of#the#members?##Do#you#want#to#pay#dividends#to#the#members?##Do#you#want#to#pay#
dividends#to#investors?##How#will#you#decide#how#much#of#excess#revenues#to#allocate#to#various#uses?##How#will#
you#decide#how#much#of#the#patronage#dividend#to#pay#in#cash#versus#an#allocation#to#the#member’s#capital#
account?#

16. How#will#you#allocate#losses?#
17. How#will#you#set#member#capital#contributions?##Do#you#want#there#to#be#a#limit#on#how#much#they#can#increase#

from#year#to#year?#
18. Do#you#want#to#have#member#capital#accounts?##If#so,#do#you#want#to#pay#“interest”#on#the#balance#in#the#member#

accounts?##How#often#do#you#want#to#redeem#member#accounts?#
19. When#a#member#leaves#the#co=op#how#will#their#capital#account#be#redeemed?#
20. What#do#you#want#to#happen#with#the#assets#of#the#co=op#upon#dissolution?#
21. Given#your#business#plan,#what#are#your#biggest#concerns#about#taxes?##Dividends#being#taxed#twice#(at#the#entity#

and#investor#level)?##Having#to#pay#a#tax#on#gross#receipts?##Having#to#pay#employment#tax#on#distributions?##
Having#to#deal#with#“pass#through”#tax#treatment?#

22. Who#will#have#check#signing#authority?##Who#will#have#the#authority#to#sign#contracts#on#behalf#of#the#co=op?#
23. Would#it#bother#you#to#have#an#entity#that#is#not#well#understood#by#most#lawyers#and#accountants?#
24. Is#it#important#to#you#to#use#the#word#“cooperative”#in#your#name?#
25. How#will#you#decide#whether#to#admit#new#members?#
26. How#will#you#decide#whether#to#remove#members?##How#will#you#decide#whether#to#remove#managers,#directors,#

officers?#
27. Do#you#want#the#founders#to#receive#some#sort#of#extra#benefit#to#compensate#them#for#the#risks#they#took?#
28. How#will#you#decide#on#amending#your#governing#documents#–#a#majority#of#members,#2/3#of#members#.#.#.#.?#

#
http://katovichlaw.com/2010/08/01/thinking=about=starting=a=worker=co=op=here=are=some=questions=to=consider=
before=meeting=with=a=lawyer/#
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Rights of the Worker Owners

Financial Participation
Members have the…

■ Right to some of the co-op’s profits as laid out by the bylaws.
■ Right to decide allocation of co-op’s money including investments, buying new equipment or materials, and 

more (in some co-ops this can fall into the responsibility of the board of directors, president, coordinator, a 
committee, etc. …)

Speech and Vocal Participation
Members have the…

■ Right to propose agenda items to be discussed at co-op meetings
■ Right to speak at meetings of the worker-owners
■ Right to raise issues in public and communicate opinions in forums, conferences, and other avenues of 

discussion about co-ops.
■ Right to participate in co-worker annual evaluations (not all co-ops have this).

Education
Members have the…

■ Right to educational opportunities that will enable them to be responsible worker-owners who can effectively 
govern the co-op.

■ Right to education on how the co-op works and their role in it.

Voting
Members have the…

■ Right to participate in all discussions that happen before all-worker votes.
■ Right to vote to add to, delete portions of, or change the bylaws.
■ Right to vote on candidates for the Board of Directors (some co-ops do not have a Board of directors or all 

worker-owners are automatically members of the Board. However, in those co-ops with Boards that have 
elected officials, they must be elected by the worker-owners).

■ Right to vote on the hiring or firing of new members (in some co-ops this is left in the hands of the president or 
a committee).

Governance Rights
Members have the…

■ Right to be the highest power in the co-op. This pertains to the worker-owners as a cooperative body, not to 
each individual member.

■ Right to run for the Board of Directors (again, in some co-ops all members automatically make up the Board 
and in others there is no Board. However, for co-ops that do have an elected Board of Directors, all members 
do enjoy this right.)

■ Right to run for the co-op president or coordinator. (Not all cooperatives have presidents or coordinators, but 
for those co-ops that do, all members enjoy this right.)

■ Right to issue resolutions to the Board if approved by a co-op vote (this applies only to co-ops that have 
elected Board members).

Information Access
Members have the…

■ Right to obtain and hold onto the co-op’s bylaws.
■ Right to access all Board Resolutions, Personnel Policy, and every document explicitly ratified by the Board or 

Worker-Owner body
■ Right to timely and relevant information about the workings of the co-op business

1
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Overall Rights
Members have the…

■ Right to one non-transferable share of the worker cooperative.
■ Right to health benefits decided on by the co-op.
■ Right to some holiday and vacation time.
■ Right to refuse to carry out work they find morally objectionable.
■ All workers have the right to due process if accused with an offense and if facing a reprimand or punishment 

from the co-op (including being fired). Members must be informed of their accused offense and also be given a 
fair hearing and an opportunity to appeal to the rest of the membership. However, members can be 
discontinued as workers and owners for cause. Here, “cause” means that the individual’s membership in the 
co-op interferes with the smooth operations of the business.

Responsibilities and Obligations of the Worker Owner

Financial Responsibilities and Obligations
Members have the…

■ Obligation to buy one member share (or stock) of the cooperative.
■ Responsibility to take on some of the cooperative’s net losses (if no surplus is made).
■ Responsibility to make allocation decisions with the best interests of the cooperative and its long-term health 

in mind.
Responsibilities and Obligations of Participation
Members have the…

■ Obligation to attend meetings of the co-op.
■ Obligation to work in the co-op.
■ Responsibility to participate in co-op votes
■ Responsibility to review materials provided as background to discussions or votes
■ Responsibility to participate in co-op activities
■ Responsibility to mentor new staff

Conduct Responsibility
Members have the…

■ Responsibility to act with mutual respect and courteousness toward their fellow co-op members.

Education Responsibilities
Members have the…

■ Responsibility to educate oneself about the cooperative and governance structure of their co-op.
■ Responsibility to educate oneself about the business and other operations of their co-op.

Overall Responsibility
■ Must work in the co-op a set number of hours approved by the co-op before becoming a full worker-owner.

Responsibilities of the Cooperative

The cooperative as a whole also has responsibilities to the members. These include:

1. The responsibility to create a business based on the equalization of work and member participation.
2. The responsibility to implement a pay ratio policy. This is a policy that limits how much one worker can make 

compared to another. Some co-ops prohibit one worker from making two times more than any other worker (a 2 
to 1 pay ratio), while others institute higher ratios (7 to 1, etc.).

3. The responsibility to make sure that the business retains its cooperative values and practices. Such as: 
maintaining that membership is preserved only for workers, and no member shall be allowed to own more than 
one share.

4. The responsibly to respect and carry out the decisions made by the worker-owner body.
5. The responsibility to a healthful workplace in accordance to the standards set forth by the members.
6. The responsibility to not discriminate on the basis of gender, religion, sexual preference, race, ethnicity, or 

physical ability.
http://cultivate.coop/wiki/Membership_Rights_and_Responsibilities_in_Worker_Cooperatives
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